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prophylactic measures,
applied in the perinatal
hospital in the first half of
pregnancy in the neonates
with rupture of the
membranes in the first and
second trimesters of
pregnancy. In 2399
pregnancies there were the
cases of premature rupture of
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Sound Horizon is a band from Los Angeles, California formed in 2002 by ZP Theisen and Matt Nelson.
Sound Horizon is a heavy metal band. Deep, rich and rumbling, the bandâ€™s sound originates from
a mix of heavy metal, nu metal, hip hop and techno. Their sound is often compared to the bands
Soundgarden, Meshuggah, Korn, and Slipknot. James Guthrie, former bassist and co-lead vocalist
with Soundgarden, is often listed as a contributor to the bandâ€™s sound, but does not actually play
in the group. Nelson describes the bandâ€™s music as a â€œheavy tech death metal fusionâ€ and
the band describe the sound as â€œscreaming guitar and a high-pitched, heavily-tracked vocals.â€
The group was formerly known as Sound Horizon based on their self-titled 2001 debut. The band
changed their name based on a concept from guitarist/vocalist ZP Theisen. He wanted to call the
band something where the idea of the band name was â€œsoundâ€ and the band would be
â€œhorizonâ€. August 31, 2011 · Â Loved these guys, as they have been on quite a string of new
stuff, and it just gets better and better. Itís the best metal album of the year so far and they are
capable of writing much more than this. The combination of 3 instrumentalists and one vocalist is
pretty lethal. Not that there is such a thing as a good death metal band, but they all seem to be
better than some. Theyíre the type of band that you first have to get into and youíre hooked for life.
That being said, the production is very clear and the tone is still damn perfect, but itís not as dry as
some bands these days. All of these guys are very talented and work together perfectly. It seems to
almost be the perfect recipe, but yeah itís still cool to see that even during 2011, something other
than the likes of Meshuggah exists. So for those who are doubtful on this band, this might be the
band that gets you into your first death metal bands and they have the most talented vocalist I can
remember and who honestly, canít wait until they are back
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